
DM-0794 
B.C.A. (Sem. V) Examination 

September / October -  2006 
Unix and Shell Programming : Paper - 502

Time : 3 Hours] [Total Marks : 70

Instructions : s
(1)

(2) Figures on right side indicate marks allocated to a respective
question.

Q .:l Answer following questions. (ANY 14) [14]
1. Define File System.
2. What does /lost+found directory consists of?
3. Define Home directory. When home directory and working 

directory same?
4. How you can prevent yourself from messages send to you while 

you are working through online communication utilities?
5. What does /dev/nu ll file returns when reading from it?
6. What is major device number?
7. What are the two ways provided by vi editor to go to end of 

file?
8. Define Daemon. Is init is a daemon process?
9- Why mounting of a file system is necessary?
10. What do you mean by Redirection? List symbols that can be 

used as input redirection operator.
11. When export command is useful?
1 2 .Is i-node table store filename also?
13. List at least two internal as well as two external shell 

commands.
14. Write regular expression equivalent to x+.
15. Whdt is the purpose of END section of awk utility?
16. What is the purpose of index() function of aw k utility?
17. How test command is used to check that given argument is 

directory or not?
18. List at least two on line communication command.
19. Differentiate between $@ and $ * .
20. Which process listen the login request?
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Q.:5 Do as directed (ANY 5) [10]

[A] 1. What will happen for the command cat x l  > x2 when file x2

exists and do not have write permission?

2. What is the purpose of i-node table?

3. Define Environment variable. What is the scope of a variable by 

default?

4. Which permissions for working directory are necessary for 

executing rmdir command successfully?

5. Suppose your working directory is x l,  which is linked to x2 and 

both are under /user/bcaOl. What will be output of pwd 
command? ^

6. What can be size in terms of byte of newly created directory? 

Further how many files will be created initially when you run 

mkdir command?

7. Explain kill command giving example.

[B] Define File System. List few file system that are supported by Linux. [4] 

Also list few common characteristics provided by most of the file 

system.

OR
Define Process. How it differ from Executable program? List different 
process state available under UNIX.
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